
From: "Jason Glantz" <jglantz@cityofportorchard.us>
To: "Brady Hagar" <bhagar@cityofportorchard.us>

Date: 9/4/2017 11:27:10 AM
Subject: RE: EVOC training record

Attachments: EVOC 2017.doc

Hey Brady,
 
Sorry about the delay.  I hope this works. 
 
Stay safe!
 
J. Glantz
Sergeant
546 Bay St.
Port Orchard, WA 98366
jglantz@cityofportorchard.us
360-876-1700 - office
360-876-5546 - fax

 
From: Brady Hagar
Sent: Monday, September 04, 2017 8:36 AM
To: Jason Glantz <jglantz@cityofportorchard.us>
Subject: EVOC training record
 
Jason,
 
Can you please send me documentation for my EVOC training for this year.  I need it ASAP to meet my continuing education
requirements for my paying job. 
 
Thanks
 
 
Ofc. Brady Hagar #759
Port Orchard Police Department
546 Bay Street
Port Orchard, WA 98366
(360) 876-1700
bhagar@cityofportorchard.us
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E.V.O.C.  Attendance

June 12-15, 2017

INSTRUCTORS

     Dave Humphrey

     Erik Wofford


ATTENDANCE


06/12/17

     Charles Schandel #725

     Brady Hagar #759

     Andrew Brandon #727

     Bruce Dwyer #790

     DJ Huibregtse #735

     Josiah Gapsch #764


     George Counselman #723


     Pat Pronovost #732


     John Eilertson #737

     Trey Holden #716


06/13/17

     Beth Deatherage #713

     Melinda Lohr #772

     Andee Walton #736

06/14/17

     David Walker #724

     Dustin McClure #763

     Jason Glantz #710

     Bill Schaibly #730

     Donna Main #729

     Randy Ernst #720


     Joshua Horsley #731


     Steve Morrison #728


06/15/17

     Jana Deck #799

     Dale Schuster #709

     Katie Hoefler #776

     Nathan Lynch #734

     Cliff Higashi #758

     Matthew Bell #733


NOT PRESENT

Geoff Marti #701 (Chief)


WRITTEN TEST


A 15 question written test covering Stop Sticks, the P.I.T. Maneuver, and POPD Policies was given with a minimum 70% to pass.  All participants passed with no failures.

Brady Hagar #759

100%


John Eilertson #737

100%


Josh Horsley #731

100%


Andy Brandon #727

100%


Chuck Schandel #725

100%


Randy Ernst #720

100%

DJ Huibregtse #735

93%


Andee Walton #736

93%


Matt Bell #733

93%


Bill Schaibly #730

93%


Beth Deatherage #713

93%


Steve Morrison #728

93%


Sgt. Donna Main #729
86%


Pat Pronovost #732

86%


Dave Walker #724

86%


Sgt. Trey Holden #716
86%

Cmdr. Dale Schuster #709
86%


Josiah Gapsch #764

80%


Cliff Higashi #758

80%


Nathan Lynch #734

80%


George Councilman #723
80%


Sgt. Jason Glantz #710
80%


Dustin McClure #763

73%


Chief Geoff Marti

N/T


PLACEMENT COURSE


The placement course is probably the most important part of EVOC training.  More accidents happen during slow speed maneuvering and backing since this is a lot of what our driving is.  Therefore there is always a need to train to avoid the problem.


The course was set up using a standard patrol car.  The maneuvering was intended to be tight to where the vehicle had to be placed in the proper position first in order to successfully move on.  Each person brought the police vehicle that they drive so that they would know what there vehicle was capable of doing.   


The course itself was set up with a strong emphasis on backing.  This consisted of backing into garages, through gates while turning to line up to the next gate and through a serpentine.  The final stage of backing was into a parallel parking box.


The course was also setup for forward movement into garages, a tight obstructed turn and through a serpentine.


SKILLS COURSE


The skills course is intended to teach the officers how to drive within their limits at higher speeds.  This is set up to simulate emergency response driving with good technique.  Because of the higher speeds, officer have to avoid tunnel vision by constantly looking ahead at the next maneuver which is coming up as fast as their abilities will allow.  

The course was set up with moderate speed lane changes, numerous gates on both sides of the road to simulate going around traffic, two serpentines, a slow in fast out sweeping corner, a decision maker, a long auto cross and thread the needles.


Speeds were set by the officers but then pushed to drive more to their limits if they did not appear to be doing it on their own.  There was no time limit to avoid competition.


MOCK PURSUIT


We trained with Bremerton Police and Poulsbo Police in covering all policies within their respective departments.  For POPD this included; continuing and discontinuing pursuits, Stop stick deployment, radio communications, distance between suspect vehicle and pursuing vehicles, and decision making throughout multiple mock scenarios.

STOP STICKS


All officers were given a refresher course with some covering a verbal refresher for those that don’t carry stop sticks and actual deployments of the stop sticks for those officers that carry them within their patrol vehicles


.


P.I.T. WRITTEN TEST


John Eilertson #737
  
100%


Andee Walton #736

100%

P.I.T. CERTIFICATION

 John Eilertson #737

 Andee Walton #736

P.I.T. REFRESHER


Sgt. Trey Holden #716

George Councilman #723

Dave Walker #724

Steve Morrison #728

 Josh Horsley #731

Pat Pronovost #732 

Matt Bell #733

DJ Huibregtse #735

Chuck Schandel #725

Andy Brandon #727

Sgt. Donna Main #729

Nathan Lynch #734

P.I.T. INTRODUCTION

Brady Hagar #759


Josiah Gapsch #764

EXTRA MATERIAL


Before participants began the course, safety procedures were covered such as;


Roads and areas to be used and not used, use of headlights and emergency lights, any and all collisions during training on the course, radio use while at the track, use of weapons while at the track (NONE), and the use and activation of all vehicle stability controls.

Also covered during and throughout the EVOC course, was the use of the MCT during normal patrol, response times, and pursuits.  This also included all forms of distracted driving; Cell phones both personal and duty, operating the vehicle radio/hand held microphone, switch pack that activates emergency lights and siren, other officers within the vehicle, and all other forms of distractions.


Throughout the training, track time, and class/briefings, safety and procedures were covered and reiterated for the safety and concern for all of those on the track.  At the end of the training this week, there were no reports of collisions or damage to department vehicles from any instructor from all the agencies involved.


DH 726

Open attached file
EVOC  2017.doc


